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CAN FIXTURE

The present invention relates to a source fixture particuliuiy, though not

atdusvely. iu • wioce ofa metered dose ia a dispenser ofaerasol or powderbome

S medicameMB.

Dispensen tat inhalalton of a metered dose of a medicament are widely used.

In simple fimn, they comprise a body having a mouthpiece and an aerosol c«a The

can is connected to the body via its spool, which engages in a junction in the body

10 leading to a nozzle opening towards the mouthpiece. Depression of the can towards

the body diqienses the dose.

In a breath actuated diq>enser. such as described as the second embodiment m

our International Application No. PCT/CBO 1/033 13. dated 24th July 2001. the can is

IS fixed to the body and a slidiblejunction member receives the can spouL A cam

mechanism displaces the junction member - and the qpoul - towards the can,

dispensng the dose into the breath actuatable mechanism, bi that application, we

envisaged locating the can by detents engageable in a gitwve formed around the can,

at which a can closure is crimped onto the can proper. However, we have noticed that

20 ^ipredable differences can exist between the depressed position of the distal end of

the spout and the groove portion at which the detents engage due to the build iq) of

tolerances. The problem is exacerbated by the detents and the groove engaging at

(iblique surfaces, whereby radial tolerances can influence longitudinal positioa The

result is that the can is insuflictently accurately located toogitudinally with respect to

23 the body and the cam mechanism.

The object ofdie present invention is to provide a more satisiiKtory fixture of

the can to the body.

30 According to the invention there is provided a diq)caser for a gaseous, gas

bome or droplet substance contained in a (Ottrce thereof, the dispenser comprising:

• a ntbttance source having:
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• an external surface devoid of any feature intended for longitudinal location

ofthe source and

• a spout displaccable inwards ofthe source to a dispense position for

dispensing a substance dose from the source;

• body having:

• a moutlqitece via which the substance dose can be inhaled and

• a socket sized for lateral location of the souite via its external surface, but

devoid ofany body feature intended for longitudinal location thereof;

• a junction member for the qwut, the junction member being arranged in the

body to be slidable to a set position for displadng the spout to its dispense

position;

• an action for slidably moving ibejunction member to the set position; and

• auraficatioooftbesourceor a source locator to the body for locating die

source loitgitudinally with the qiout in its dispense position when thejunction

mcRibo is in iu set position, the locator where provided extending from the

body, out^e the source and at least partially across the end ofthe source to

provide a longitudinal location for the source, locating it when die movable

junction meniber acts 10 depress the ipout inwards ofthe source.

20 According to another aq>ect ofthe invention there is provided a method in the

production ofB diqienses ofdie first aspect of the invention, die method consisting in

die steps of:

(he jnnctioo member in the body al its set:

• longitudinally assembling die source to the body, with the qwut engaged with

2S thejunctioB mend>en

• tenqwrarily holding fbe body and (he source in 1 unification positioa widi the

spout in iu dispense position and die junctioo member itin in its set pOBtian;

and

• unifying die body and the source togeiha to fix diem in didruufied position.

30

Nbnnally (he di^ienser will inchide a breadi actuatioo mechanism for

releasing (hejunction member fhim iu set position, whereby Ibe dose is released to

die paiieia and (he spom nauim fiorn itt dispense position to its nonnal position.
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Wiflt such a di^pemer, the onilication step can be followed by a simulated brcstb

actuation. AltemativeJy, where the action for sliding the junctton member to its set

positionmy be adapted to actuate (he mechanism in the abscDce of a simulated

breath to return the spout and the junction member to tfaetr nonnal pocitions.

5

The unification can be of adhesive between the source and the body, nonnally

in the socket ofthe body. Thebody and/or the source or the locator can have a re-

entrant feature and the body or the locator can have an aperture communic&tisg with

the re-entrant feature through which the adhesive was injected. The re-entrant feature

10 can be an internal groove in the body or the locator for receiving the adhesive for a

bond with the soune or the body respectively. Alternativelyw additionally, the re-

entrant feature can bean extennl groove in the tooice at a crimp for retaining the

spout and the source proper. The injected adhesive can be low temperature hot melt

adhesive or fast setting two part adhesive. In eiAer case, the adhesive will set on

IS iiyection.

20

Altemaiively the unification can be a weld between the source and ttie body or

between the source locator and die body, the welding bong pcrfonned preferably by

ultrasonics or by laser.

A fiiither alternative is a membrane such as a wrapping or a printed label

around both the source and the body and unified to both. This alteniativecan be

additional to tlie use ofinadhesive or a weld.

25 Whilst it is envisaged that the memlmne may be ofpaper, it equally may be of

plastics materiaL

The membrane niiybe dretimferentially continuous around the body as in a

shrink wrepping. or it may discontinuous, as in a label wrapped largely around them.

30 It is also conceivable that two or more separate membranes could be used, one to one

side and the otlier to the other side.
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The membrane may have self-adhesive !q)plied to it or adhesive nuy be

applied directly to the source anl the body. Indeed the membrane can be ofmaterial

which is self-adhesive.

10

Where the label is a continuous tube, it can be applied as a shrink wn^ing.

This is particularly advantageous v/bcn the body and the source are of difterent

diameters. A shrink wrapping may grip the body and the source sufficiently tightly to

unify them together without requiring adhesive. Alternatively, this may applied for

instance as hot melt The body and/or the source may be contoured to enhance the

grip of the shrink wrapping on them. Such contouring may be used for adhesive

labels.

Again, it is envisaged that the membraite may be welded, as by ultra-sonic

welding to either or both of the source and the body. Whilst the latter is currently of

15 plastics material, the fomer is likely to be of plastics material b due course,

faciliuting welding. Ultrasonic welding is possible even where the source is of metal

or indeed of glass provided they are coated with plastics material or indeed even if

they are not, provided that the welding causes the melted body material to adhere to

the source - when cooled again - sufficiently for no relative movement between them

20 under nonnal use conditions.

More specifically, the following weldings can be envisaged:

i. Where the source is essentially ofplastics material or al least has a plastics

material portion, such as its main containing portion, engageablc with the

25 body, the two can be ultrasonically welded together.

ii. Stmilariy. where the source has a glass container, typically with a valve

connected to it by a crimped ferrule, and the glass is covered with a plastics

material, either as a shrink wrapping or a spray coating or insert moulding or

co-mouiding, and the glass container fits closely within the body, the two can

30 be ultrasonically welded together.

iii. Again, where the source is metallic, either ofplastics material coated metal or

with sprayed on plastics material, the source can be welded to the body where

the two engage with each other. This is passible either as regards a main

container of the source or a crimped on fenule.
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In accordance with particular feature ofthe bveniton. the source and the body

are relatively located in the temporary holding step by:

• urging the source towards thejuDction member with a force sufficient to

S depress die spout towards the source proper and dispense a dose ofthe

substance to thejunction member.

To help understanding ofthe invention, specific embodiments thereofwill

now be described by way ofexample and with reference to the accompanying

10 drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a ctosMectiaial side vi ew of a diqxnsei ofthe invention, shown

in a closed position;

Figure 2 is a similar ordinary side v iew;

Figure 3 is a view similar to Figure 1 ofthe dispenser during unification of its

IS can to its body;

Figure 4 is a similar view partially in cross-section of a variant ofthe

dispenser

Figure 5 is a cross-sectional side vi ew of another diqienserofthe present

invention, shown in a closed position;

20 Figure 6 is a similar view ofa fimh er diq>enser ofthe invention;

Figure 7 is a similar view of yet another dispenser of the invcntioo;

Figure 8 is a similar view of yet a further dispenser of the invention; artd

Figure 9 is a similar view of the las t described dispensa of(he invention.

25 Referring first to Figures I & 2 ofthe drawings, a dispenser 1 comprises a can

2 and a body 3. The can is an aluminium extrusion with a valve crimped into its

mouth, the valve having an outlet spout 4. The crimped region 5 of the can

sunounding the valve has a teaser diameter than the can has through the main part 6

of its length.

30

The body has a mouthpiece 1 1 with a pivotal cover 12 drivingly connected to

a cam 13. This bears on (he underside ofa junction member 14, into a socket IS of

which the spout 4 fits. A breath actuated dose release mechanism 16 is provided. Its

details form no pan ofthe pieseni invention. The reada is referred our Imcmational
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Application mentioned at the beginning of this qiecification for details of this

mechanism.

The body has a tubular section 7 for receiving the necked down region 5 ofthe

i can. The tubular section and the main part of the can having the same external

diameter.

A printed p^ier label 21 coated with self-adhesive is wrapped around the joint

between the body and the can to unite the can to the body in position such that v^en

10 the cover is opened, a dose is dispensed by the cam 13 lifting the junction member

and depressing the spout. The dose is retained since the action of opening of the

cover sets the breath actuation mechanism. On breathing in thiou^ the mouthpiece

by the user, the mechanism releases the dose for inhalation.

15 In order to establish correct positioning of the can with rc^wct to the body,

prior to positioning of the label, during assembly of the dispenser, the pre-assembled

body 3, cover 12, junction member 14 and release mechanism 16 are set to their

"cover open" position as shown in Figure 3, i.e, with the cover pivoted down from the

Figure 1 position. When the dispenser comes to be used, die Figure 3 position is one

20 in which widi die can united to the body, the releasemechanism is lifted to move the

spout 4 inwards ofthe can, i.e. the spout is depressed. With the mentioned

components set to their "cover open" position a can is introduced into the ttibular

section of die body. Widi die can and body property aligned, die spout engages in die

socket 15 in the junction member. A predetermined Corce F is applied to ensure that

25 die qiout is fully depressed. This causes dK can to release into the release mechanism

a dose, which will usually be a metered dose. Thus in diis position of the can in the

body, when die eova is opened in use, anodier dose will be released WiUi die force

still applied die label is applied to die can and die body fixing dieir relative position.

30 The label can pass fiilly around die can or merely pass most of die way

around.

Once the can and die body are united by die label, air can be drawn into a duct

D close to die moudqiiece to induce die release mechanism to release die dose. The
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cover can then be ckised and the diq>enser u ready for shipping and

Ahematively, the cover can be closed without induced release. The closure causes a

finger 22 fast with ±c cam to engage with a finger 23 fast with the flap 24 of the

rtleasetnechanism whereby the ilv is nMvedU) its Finale 1 position aod the dose

5 released.

It should be noted that whereas a superficial inspection of Figures 1 and 3

might suggest that the can is located by abutment between the end 25 of the tubular

cectioit of the body and the step 26 in the can. there is clearance between these

10 features when the can is pushed in to its position in which spout is dqixessed and the

reieue mechanism is set

Alternatively the label can be a shrink wrap bbel 31, as shown in Figure 4.

This is of paiticttlar advantage w^iere the body stands slightly proud of the can. as

15 shown in Figure 3, in that a tapered portion 32 of the label bridges the change in

diameter fiom the larger diameter tubular section 33 to the smaller diameter can 34.

The tapeied portion acts in tension in use of the device. To enhance grip of the shrink

wn^, the can and body can be provided vrith adhesive 35 and/or surface formations

36.

20

Referring to Figure 5 of the drawings, the dispenser 101 thercshown comprises

scan 102 and a body 103. As with the dispenser ofFigure 1, the can is an aluminium

extrusion with a valve crimped into its mouth, the valve having an outlet spout 1 04.

The crimped femile 105 connecting the valve to the main part 1 06 of the can has a

25 lesser diameter tbaa the can has through the main part of its length.

The body has a mouthpiece 1 1 i with a pivotal cover 1 1 2 drivingly connected

to a cam 1 13. This bean on the underside ofajunction member 1 14, into a socket

1 15 ofwhich the spout 104 fits. A breath actuated dose release mechanism 1 16 is

30 provided. The body has a tubular section 107 for receiving the fcnule 1 05 of the can.

The tubular section and the main part ofthe can having the same external diameter.

The fcnule is made ofahraiimum with a coating 121 ofpolyprc^ylene of

sufficient thickness that it can be ultrasonically welded 122 to the bibular section 107

ofthe body. The can is wekied into the body in such position that when the cover is

opened, a dose is dispensed by the cam 13 lifting the junction member and depressing

the qxMit. The dose is retained since the action of opening of the cova sets the breath

actuation mechanism. On breathing in through the moudiptece by the user, the

3 mechanism releases the dose for inhalation.

In order to establish the correct positioning prior to welding, during assembly

of the di^>enser, the pre-assembled body 103, cover 1 12. junction member 1 14 and

release mechanism 1 1 6 are set to their **cover open" positioit. i.e. with the cover

10 pivoted down from the Figure 5 position, in which in the presence ofthe can the

release mechanism is lifted to depress the spout 104. The can is introduced into the

tubular section of the body. With the can and body properly aligned, the qraut

engages in the socket 1 15 in the junction member. A predetermined force is applied

to ensure that the spout is fitlly depressed. This causes the can to release into the

15 release mechanism a dose, which will usually be a metered dose. Thus in this

position ofthe can in the body, when the cover is opened in use, another dose will be

released. With the force still applied the can is ultrasonically welded in position.

Figure 6 shows an alternative, in which the tubular body section 207 is longer

20 and the can proper 206 has the same diameter as the ferrule 205. Both the ferrule and

die can are spray coated with polypropylene wherrfjy a weld 222 can be established

with the section 207, both at the ferrule and the portion of the can within the tublar

body sectioa

2S figure 7 yet another ahemative where the "can" proper 306 is of glass and

spray coated with polypropylene. This is welded 322 to the body section 307

surrounding it

Figure 8 shows artother glued dispenser. It has an aperture 4 1 0 in its tubular

30 section 407, through which low temperature hot melt adhesive or fast curing two-^ort

adhesive can be injected to set in the grmve 409 between the crimped portion 405 of

the can and the main body portion 406. A further groove 408 can be provided in the

tubular section, to provide a larger cross-sectional area flow path for the adhesive and

also 10 provide a re-entrant key in both the body and the source for the adhesive.
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«4iereby the adhesive 41 1 locates the source in the body not only by its adhesive

nature, but also as a solid block keying into both the features. It can also be envisaged

that, what the source has KtUe or no groove at the joint between the crimped on valve

for the spout and the can proper, the ro-entrant groove in the tubular section 407 may

5 be relied oa alone to provide the flow passage for (he adhesive.

Figure 9 shows a finlher dispensa of the invention, with a source locator 550.

It is a plastics injection moulding. It surrounds the can 506 with a generally

cylindrical sleeve 551 along the length of the can extending fiT>m the tubular section

10 507 of the body 503. The sleeve of the locator has an ia-tumed closure 552 at its end

rottote from the body 503. The can is a loose fit within the locator sleeve, which

allows positioning force F on the sleeve to be conveyed to the can ofAe source for its

correct positioning. The polymers ofthe locator and of the body are chosen wherrf>y

tiie sleeve is transparent to laser inadiation. whilst the body absorbs the radiation, thus

15 melting and forming a weld 553 with the locator, at their overlap 504 when the parts

are properly tocated and irradiated for locating the can and the body.

The invention is not intended to be restricted to the details ofthe above

described embodiment For instance, the weld can be repUced by adhesive. Further

20 the embodiment ofFigure 4 can be varied with (he shrink wrapping extending along

the full length of the source - shown in dashed lines in Figure 4 - and just over iu

end 4] . Thus the shrink wrapping holds the can not only by friction along its length

but by pliysicai location where it forms a rim 42 at the end of the can.
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CLAIMS;

1. A dispenser for a gaseous, gas borne or droplet substance contained in a source

thereof, the dispenser comprising:

• a substance source having:

5 'an external surface devoid ofany feabire intended for Ifmgitudinal hx^on

of the source and

• a spout displaceable inwards of the source to a dispense position for

dispensing a substance dose from the source;

• a body having:

10 • a moutl4>iece via which the substance dose can be inhaled and

• t socket sized for lateral location oflhe source via its external surface, but

devoid ofany body feature intended for longinidinal location thereof;

• ajtmction member for the spoaU the juriction member being arrznged in die

body to be slidable to a set position for displacing the spout to its dispense

ts pccition;

• an action Sor slidably moving thejunction member to the set position; and

• a tmificatiraoflhe source or a source locator to the body for locating tfK

souite lonptudindly with the spout in its dispense position when the junction

meniberiain its set posiion, die locator wheie provided extending from the

20 body, outside Ae source and It least paitially across the end ofthe source to

]in>vide a longitudinal location Cot Ibe cource, locating it w^ea die movable

junction member acta to depress die spout inwards ofthe source.

2. A diqjcnsCT as claimed in claim 1, including a breath actuation mechanism for

reteasing die junction member fimn lis set position, wberdiy the dose is released to

25 die patient and die qiont returns fimntti dispense position to its ootxoal position.

3. A diqwnfCT as claimed in claim lor claim 2, wherein die action for sliding die

junction menrtJer to its set position is adapted to actuate die mechanism in die absence

of I Emulated brcadi to return die 4I0UI and diejunction member to dieir normal

positions.

30 4. A dispenser as claimed in any preceding claim, wherein die unification U of

adhesive between dw source or the locator and the body

5. Adispenierasclaimedi«claim4»wheidadicadheaiveiaindie«ocketofdie

body.
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6. Adi4«ittruclai]nedtncbim4aTcl8im5,«4iereiatbeb^

or the locator have 8 i«-entrant feature and the body or the locator has ai qiemire

communicating with the re-entrant feature thiou^ wliich the adhcsi>fe was injected.

7. A dispenser as claimed in claim 6. wheietn the ^^«ltraIIt feature is an internal

S poove in the body or the locator for receiving the adbenve for a bond with the source

or the body respectively.

8. A diqienser as daimed in claim 6, whoeiii the rc-eotrant feature is an external

groove in the source at a crimp for retaining the ^ut and the source proper.

9. A dispenser as claimed in claim I, claim 2 or claim 3, wherein the unification is a

10 weld between the couice or the locator and the body.

10. A diitpmwir as claimed in claim 9, wherein weld is an ultrasonic weld or a laser

weld.

1 1. A dispenser as claimed in claim 9 or claim 10; vdicndn the source and/or the

locator and the body are of plastics material.

IS 12. A dispenser as claimed in claim 9 or claim 10, wherein the source is ofglass or

metal and is coated with plastics material.

13. A dispenser as claimed in claim 9 or claim 10 wherein the source is ofun-coated

glass or metal.

14. A dispenser as claimed in any one ofclaims 9 to 13. wherein the weld is between

20 a container of the source and the body.

15. A di^Knscr as claimed in any one ofclaims 9 to 13. wherein the weld is between

a femtle of the source and the body.

16. A dispenser as claimed in any one ofclaims 9 to 13. wherein the weld is between

source locator and the body.

25 1 7. A dispenser as claimed in any preceding claim, whaein the unification is a

membrane araund both the source or the locator and the body and unified to both.

18. A dispenser as claimed in claim 1 7, wherein the membrane is a wr^jping.

19. A dispenser as claimed in claim 1 7, wherein the membrane is a printed label.

20. A diqpcnser as claimed in claim 17, claim 18 or claim 19, wherein the membrane

30 is ofpapa.

21. A dispenser as claimed in claim 1 7, claim 1 S or claim 19,wheretn the membrane is

of plastics material.

22. A di^)enser as claimed in any one ofclaims 17 to 21, wherein tfie membrane is

ciicimiiiBtentially cootinuons around the body.
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23. A dispenser as claimed in claim 17. wherein the membrane is a shrink wrapping.

24. A dispenser as claimed in any one of claims 17 to 21, \dierein the membrane is

discontinuous around the source or the locator and the body.

25. A dispenser as claimed in claim 24. wherein two or more separate membranes

5 could be used, one to one side ofthe source or the locator and the body and the other

to the other side.

26. A dispenser as claimed in any one of claims 17 to 25. wherein the or each

membrane has self-adhesive applied to it

27. A dispenser as claimed in any one of claims 17 to 25, wherein the or each

10 membrane is ofself adhesive material.

28. A dispenser as claimed in any one of claims 1 7 to 25. wherein adhesive for the

membrane is q)plied directly to the source or the locator and the body.

29. A dispenser as claimed in any one of claims 17 to 25, wherein the source or the

locator asd/or the body are contoured to enhance the grip of the membrane to them.

Ij 30. A method in the production ofa dispenser as claimed in any one ofclaims 1 to 29,

(he method consisting in the steps of:

• arranging the junction member in the body at its set;

• longitudinally assembling the soume U> the body, with the qiout engaged with

thejunction member;

20 • temporarily holding the body and the source in a unification position with the

spout in its dispense positim and the junction member still in its set position:

and

• unifying the body and the source together to fix them in their unified positim.

31. A method as claimed in claim 3 1 , wherein the dispenser includes a breath

23 acmation mechanism for releasing the junction member from its set position, whereby

the dose is released to the patient and the spout returns from its dispense position to its

noinial position, the unification step being followed by a simulated breath actuation.

32. A method as claimed in claim 3 1 or claim 32, «4ierein the source and the body

are relatively located in the temporary holding step by urging the source towards die

30 junction member with a force sufficient to depress the spout towards the source

proper and dispense a dose ofthe substance to thejunction roemba.
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